January 2022 saw for the first time since May 2020 an increase in the number of reported access constraints. This is mainly due to an increase in restrictions of movement of agencies, personnel or goods within Libya, and more particularly due to impeded access to certain detention centres. The month however has seen a welcomed and positive development as national authorities announced the launch of a new platform where INGOs can submit their visa applications, a system which hopes to resolve some of the persistent Bureaucratic and Administrative Impediments that the humanitarian community faces to access Libya.

On the other hand, January registered an unusual number of incidents where humanitarian personnel where threatened with violence due to disagreements with beneficiaries and contractors. In a similar line, protests impeded the implementation of operations in some areas of Tripoli. Finally, the aftermath of armed clashes in Sebha in December 2021 has led to extraordinary stringent security measures in the South that have continued to impact and delay humanitarian operations.

**KEY FIGURES**

- **109** Humanitarian access constraints
- **5** Incidents involved violence against humanitarian personnel, assets and facilities
- **34** Constraints in relation to limited operational
- **1** Incidents involving interference in the implementation of humanitarian activities

**OVERVIEW**

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

**CONSTRAINTS BY CATEGORY**

- **Violence against humanitarian personnel, assets and facilities**: 3%
- **Military operations and ongoing hostilities impeding humanitarian operations**: 1%
- **Restriction of movement of agencies, personnel, or goods within Libya**: 4%
- **Restriction of movement of agencies, personnel, or goods into Libya**: 42%
- **Interference in the implementation of humanitarian activities**: 1%
- **Physical environment**: 14%
- **No direct impact on sectors**: 65%
- **Access constraints**: 109

**IMPACT ON HUMANITARIAN SECTORS**

- **Protection**: 13%
- **CASH**: 3%
- **Education**: 3%
- **Mine Action**: 10%
- **SNFIs**: 3%
- **Health**: 3%
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